Abstract

The aim of this study was to compare several threshold-based segmentation methods in delineating tumours on pre- and post-therapy PET scans both in terms of the volumes segmented and the effect on predicting survival. On a dataset of 14 patients with mesothelioma, different segmentation methods were found to correlate well with each other for pre- and post-therapy tumour volume (TV) and total lesion glycolysis (TLG) but did not correlate as well for absolute change and % change of TV and TLG between pre- and post-therapy images. This was also found for the effect of the TV and TLG on receiver operator characteristics (ROC) analysis on 6-month progression free survival (PFS) in where the segmentation method had little effect when assessing pre- or post-therapy TV and TLG but showed significant differences when using change of % change as a predictor of PFS.

1 Introduction

There are a number of different threshold-based region growing segmentation methods that have been used for segmenting tumours on PET scans. These range from using a fixed standardised uptake value (SUV) threshold of 2.5, found to distinguish between malignant and benign lesions [1], to methods which take into account the background in an image, such as those defined in the PERCIST criteria [2]. Segmentation can be used to delineate PET scans to obtain tumour volume (TV) and measures combining TV and SUVs, defined as total lesion glycolysis (TLG) [3]. Pre-therapy TV/TLG and the change in TV/TLG between pre- and post-therapy scans have shown promise as useful measures for predicting patient survival in mesothelioma and other cancers [4-8]. However, there is no designated, default method of segmentation and studies have used various threshold based methods such as a fixed 2.5 SUV threshold [4,5], fixed percentage of SUV_{max} [6], PERCIST criteria method [7], and a method using SUV_{mean} (named GRAB) [8]. The aim of this work is to compare these and other methods to see if the segmentation method makes a significant difference to the measurement of TV and TLG and, more importantly,
whether it effects the prediction of response/survival in patients. This work has been completed using 14 pre- and post- therapy PET scans from a dataset investigating the use of Sorafenib as a therapy for mesothelioma [9].

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 PET Image Data

14 pre- and post- therapy PET scans of patients with mesothelioma were used for this study. All scans were acquired at the PET Imaging Centre in St Thomas’ Hospital on either GE Discovery ST or GE Discovery VCT PET scanners (Waukesha, WI). Post-therapy scans were performed ~8 weeks after the start of treatment – a first line treatment of pemetrexed plus cisplatin chemotherapy, before a second line Sorafenib chemotherapy - and all patients had measurable disease, as defined by modified RECIST criteria [10]. PET image dimensions were 128 x 128 x 223, 267 or 311 (with voxel sizes of 5.47mm x 5.47mm x 3.27mm for all but one image with voxel sizes of 4.69mm x 4.69mm x 3.27mm). All PET images analysed were attenuation corrected using a smoothed CT dataset. Administered FDG dose ranged from 315 to 380MBq (median, 342MBq). The median time between administration of FDG and the start of the scan was 93min (range, 79-122min). Patients had a median age of 63 (range, 55-77) and 86% were male (12 male, 2 female). The study was approved by the UK National Research Ethics Service.

2.2 Disease Segmentation

All segmentation methods used 3-D region growing using 6-voxel connectivity in a software package called PETTRA (PET Therapy Response Assessor), a software tool designed using commercial software package MATLAB® 2012b (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2000). Areas of segmentation were defined by an experienced consultant physician who decided which areas were disease and which were physiological uptake. In instances where the segmentation method clearly included areas of physiological uptake such as the liver, bladder or heart, restrictions were made using a given cubic area in which the segmentation must remain or which could remove unwanted physiological uptake, depending on which was easier. This was the same for all segmentation methods.

A fixed 2.5 SUV region growing segmentation method was used as the default method of segmentation due to its simplicity and objectivity. A fixed threshold based on a percentage of SUV\textsubscript{max} was also used with various percentages, as has been done in other studies [7]. The PERCIST method, which uses a formula of the mean of the background plus two standard deviations (S.D.), was used as a threshold with the background taken as a large volume of interest (VOI) over the centre of the liver. A large VOI was used to increase the robustness of the algorithm, rather than use a smaller VOI prone to more observer variability as proposed in the PERCIST guidelines [5]. This background measure was also used for other segmentations which included a background mean and/or S.D. Two methods using the SUV\textsubscript{mean} and background uptake were included, a method by Davis \textit{et al.} (2006) which uses a relative percentage threshold of the SUV\textsubscript{max} – the background mean (this is then added to the SUV\textsubscript{mean} of the VOI) [11], and those defined by Nestle \textit{et al.} (2005) and Nestle \textit{et al.} (2007) which use a percentage of the SUV\textsubscript{mean} and a percentage of
the background added together [12,13]. Finally, the GRAB method, an adaptive method using the SUV\textsubscript{mean} and the background was used [14]. All the segmentation methods using the SUV\textsubscript{mean} as a starting point underwent an iterative process to continue recalculating the segmentation until the volume no longer changed or it had exceeded ten iterations with the starting SUV\textsubscript{mean} taken from a fixed 2.5 SUV threshold segmentation. Each segmentation method was used to segment disease on each of the 28 images (14 pre-therapy and 14 post-therapy). The TV and TLG was then calculated and compared for each segmentation method as was their resulting area under the curve (AUC) for receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis for 6-month progression free survival (PFS).

3 Results

3.1 Segmentations

Each pre- and post-therapy image was found to have some disease so all 28 images had a measure for TV and TLG. Segmentation using a threshold based on the percentage of the SUV\textsubscript{max} has been omitted from the results. A variety of fixed percentages were attempted but over the entire dataset they were found to either have too low thresholds at low percentages, which segmented almost the entire body, or too high thresholds at high percentages, which clearly segmented only a fraction of the disease in the image (Figure 1, (vi)). This was also true of some of the other segmentation methods tested, particularly when using different relative thresholds.

After removing segmentation methods which had problems segmenting many images, five region growing threshold segmentation methods were tested with thresholds based on:
(i) a fixed 2.5 SUV [1], (ii) background uptake + 2 S.D., recommended by PERCIST [2], (iii) background mean + 0.10 (SUV\textsubscript{max} – background mean) where 0.10 is the chosen relative threshold factor, defined by Davis \textit{et al.} (2006) [11], (iv) (0.15 * SUV\textsubscript{max}) + background mean, defined by Nestle \textit{et al.}, (2005) [12], and (v) a threshold based on the adaptive GRAB method [14]. The threshold used in the GRAB method is given as:

\[
\text{Threshold} = \text{SUV}_{\text{mean}} \times \text{Threshold Factor} \\
\text{Threshold Factor} = 1 - ((\text{SUV}_{\text{mean}} - \text{MNL}) / (\text{SUV}_{\text{mean}} + \text{MNL})) \\
\text{MNL} = \text{Background Mean} + (\text{Background S.D.} \times 3)
\]

All background means and S.D.s were taken from a 201ml volume in the middle of the liver placed by an operator. This was true of all but one dataset which had disease present at the top of the liver so a smaller volume of 119ml was used instead to make sure no disease would alter the liver mean and S.D. When using the fixed 2.5 SUV threshold over the 28 images, 21 could be segmented with no restrictions. 4 pre-therapy and 3 post-therapy images had either the segmentation area restricted from physiological uptake or the physiological uptake removed from the segmented area. Physiological uptake included the heart, liver, spleen, bladder and bowel. All other segmentation methods were perceived to visually segment the diseased areas and had reasonable restrictions put in place to stop the segmentation of physiological uptake in comparison with the fixed 2.5 SUV method. A visual comparison of the segmentation methods on datasets 1 and 7 can be seen in Figure 1.
3.2 Comparison of Segmentations

As can be seen in Figure 1, all segmentations cover the same areas of disease but differences in the threshold mean the TV can often be very different. A fixed 2.5 SUV threshold had a mean TV of 586ml over the 28 scans, while segmentations using PERCIST and the Nestle method had higher mean TV of 636ml. In comparison, the Davis method and GRAB generally produced lower TVs with means of 459ml and 327ml respectively. Compared to the fixed 2.5 SUV threshold segmentation method, the other four needed less restriction from or removal of physiological uptake in segmentation, however, it is worth noting that the PERCIST and GRAB methods needed to use more user initiated VOIs to do this over the dataset.

Table 1 shows the correlation between the fixed 2.5 SUV segmentation and the other four methods investigated for TV, TLG and the absolute change and absolute % change between them. The results show excellent correlation for all the segmentation methods for TV and TLG across all images but much weaker correlation when comparing the absolute change or % change between pre- and post-therapy images, with the PERCIST and GRAB methods having better correlation to using a fixed 2.5 SUV threshold than other methods.
Table 1: Correlation between fixed 2.5 SUV threshold and other segmentation methods: shows the Pearson correlation coefficient (ppc) for TV and TLG over all 28 images and the absolute change and absolute % change over the 14 pre- and post-therapy images. For \( p < 0.01 \), pcc > 0.479 over all images and for \( p < 0.01 \), pcc > 0.662 for changes and % change.

### 3.3 Segmentation Effect on Predicting Response

A comparison of ROC AUC for 6-month PFS for each segmentation method shows that all segmentation methods produce similar results when using pre- and post-therapy TV and TLG to predict 6-month PFS with all methods producing AUC between 0.8 and 0.9 (with one exception, the Davis method (iii) with a pre-therapy TV AUC of 0.938), potentially caused by just one patient being categorised differently. For pre-therapy TLG all methods have identical ROC curves. However, when using change, or % change, between pre- and post-therapy TV or TLG the AUC ranges from 0.292 to 0.729. This suggests that while the segmentation method to obtain TV or TLG is unlikely to have a great effect when using pre- and post-therapy values to predict PFS, it is likely to have a greater impact when using the change, or % change, between pre- and post-therapy scans.

Table 2: Area under the ROC curve (AUC) for predicting progression free survival (PFS) at 6 months, using TV and TLG, for all segmentation methods. Chg = Change between pre- and post-therapy images. % C = % change between pre- and post-therapy images.

### 4 Conclusion

This study compares five threshold-based segmentation methods to delineate disease on pre- and post-therapy PET studies. On 14 patients with mesothelioma, all the other methods were shown to correlate well with the fixed 2.5 SUV threshold method and the segmentation method had little or no effect on ROC analysis when using TV or TLG to predict 6-month PFS. However, when using the change, or % change, between pre- and post-therapy TV and TLG there was a much lower correlation between segmentation methods and a greater impact on ROC analysis where the change, or % change, between TV and TLG produced vastly different AUC depending on the segmentation method.
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